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In the last chapter it

was suggested how meaning, reconstructed

as predication-created information, can serve as a criterion of the

of

adequacy

grammars formulat.ed

in

accordance

with the explicit

constraj-nts of a general theory of language struct.ure which consist

of three fundamental relati.ons: of a partial-ly ordered word dependence
requirement, of gross differences in likelihood (or 'expectability') I

of occurrence of operator words upon different words of their

.es

argument

c1as5, and of reductj.on in phonemic shape consequent upon the entry

of .l operator word into a sentence which contains words

(arguments)

for which the entering operator has a high likelihood of co-occurrence..
There we also attempted
redundancy,

to substanti.ate a conceptual linkage

i.e., restrictions

the operator/argument

upon cornbinations

between

of elements (e.g.,

dependence requi.rement among words), and a

notion of i.nfornation. In the present chapter we survey the results

of a detailed discourse analysis,

framed

within these constraints, of

a corpus of texts in a subfield of r sci.rrc".2 The express purpose of

this work
adequate

was

justificatory: to

show

that the

methods employed were

to provide a canonical form for the information of a particular

research probLern wlthin a science; that they reproduced, in an enpirically

controlled manner, the antecedently

known

results and deveLopments within

chis scientific subfield.
I On some problens
raised by the notion
2

of 'likelihood', see fn 3 p.

305.

Ihe term rsubfield of a sciencer ls used in accordance with the sense
provided in Shapere (I976:281):"The real give-and-take of science, the
real wrestling with concrete problems, takes place at leveLs of subfields
of (scientifi.c fietas -- physics, astronomy, chemistry, biology,-EEf-
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Several times in previous chapters

rrre

have alluded to the fact

that the analysis of sentences in connected discourse reveals
restrictions

many

on word combinations whose domain extends beyond sentence

boundaries, and which therefore do not tsurfacet in a sentence granmar
of the language as a whole. Due to the additional constraint" flfrota
6
recurrence and regularities of word combination in connected dj-scourse,

the elements comprising the sentences of discourse
The .s-entence-Jorming elements

may be redefined.

of discourse can be identified as members

$*-rric word classes (which

of -specif

rnay include word s"q.r"tt"J as
2t
it
sing1eworci'members);theworcicIassesare@ieiineci)
n

I

well

as

\---l

by the occurrence of the sentence-forming elements with respect to
each

other.

Sentences roay

tten be recognized as types corng*sea of

strings of word classes (taken in

t.r
rnormal
an ordered
formt sequence);

these are ca1led "elementary information units" or, since each word

class

rnay

be represented by a designated symbol, as "formulas of

information".

Beyond

this,

sequences

of sentence types

may be established

("macrosentences'r) representing sentence types conjoined under particular

oPerators or in terms of an ordered sequence of such operators. Again,

the criterion of the identification of the larger and larger discourse

,
below) / elenents |renains the relative positioning
\see
\---l
I
of these elements with respect to one another.
ltajor portions of texts- pertaining to this scientific subfield can
and sublanguage

be seen to be paraphrastically characterized and hence described by

a

tgrammarr

of these subject=matter specific constraints

on word

37s

combination. In turn, representing the texts in terms of these constraints
serves to exhibit. the objects3aad/relations

and

discussions with which

this subfield of a science is concerned. This is to accorC the scientific
subf

ield an explici-t., and, in many ways, quite precise i.nformational repre-

sentat.ion.

As argued above in chapter 5, an informationaL representation of
>5
kind is not a rational reconstruction of t,he science in a language
,/lgthis
r,{ Y
,)-,d-t*to which an antecedent interpretation is assigned. Starting onLy from
vrz

r' F an informal conceptual connection

,f

f f (,
*{f1f}}

f-rorn

between redundancy and informati.on,

lingui.stic description variant forms which 'say rhe same',

as

5Vg

by informants who have a specialized knowledge"
Tfid'jf"'o,',"',,..,ffiformantswhohaveaspecia1izedknow1edg

-

Xr{/t

- 'of the subject matter and who are, in addition, native speakers of
lt
English. The resulting description ('grannar') is then a structure

t ri{ -"

of ineliminable restrictions on (redundancies of) word combinations

,

i,'/
,1,* n

rfl,f /

different forms tsay the samet) is required to determine repetition,
or, alternately, that linguistic structure cannot be adequately
specified in an external metalanguage (Chapter 5 SI).
An exhaustive presentation

print -I and the treatment of

of this analysis will

many

soon appear in

details and fine points must be

-I Harris et a1 (in press); hereafter designated 'FIS'.
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deferreci to this larger vork. Our interesl here is to provide

an

the output of the analysis of the text of research
reporrts c<rncerning, a particul ar problern in the f ormat ive period of

indication of

cellular

how

inrmunologl, corrobora!es

the general theorl' of

language

strucgure and granrmar of English on which the anal1'sis is based'l
AfEer sorne inltial orientation ($l) concerning the specific research
problern Created

in the corptrs of reports anah'zed in FIS and a clari-

fication concerning the notion of a 'scientj'fit ""UianEluage', w€ proceed
in Sl to a sugEnar)' presentat ion of the metl'rods of anal1'sis and the
inforrnational considerations guiding, them. A partial survev of the
results -- the outPut of the anal1'sis -- is given in 53' And in $4'
it is shown how the sublanguage forrnulas are adequate as an lnformational represenEation of this subfield of cellu1ar inrmunology: as compact
L-12t a ";d
6l'4*
-@
nith known changes
surnrnaries of the articles,
'*<lns^-L f-;,!''J j
in methods and resuliT^"-nd e.t"tt as providing a basis frorn which to
critique the course of research presented in the actual texts tlit:mselves'
In doing so, the outPut of the analvsis

ma\. be considered

as takins

a

major srep towards providing an instance of a 'grarunar of a science"
i.8., a struc3ural characterization of the objects and re]ations of

a science and an exact specification which situates a scientific
,)
domains'
domain in relation to neighboring

I H"rris (1982) and Harris (forthcoming)'
.,

By rdomain' of a science, we refer, loosely' to the set of things studied
in that inquirY ' a forrnulation given by Shapere (1975) who makes the congenial point that that the characterization of the obiects of a domain
strongly reflects the inf 1uerc" o\.hanging) knovledge-clairns about them.

\
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6.1 The Research Problem and corpus of Research Reports. Following
therfirst experimental demonstration of antibody fornation in lymphatic
tissue by

McMaster and Hudack

(1935),I a prirary question tr.r be

in the field of research which became known as cellular

answered

irnrnunology was:

which cell type among those generally found within the lymph node is

involved-in the actual synthesis of antibody. Beginning in the 1940's,
a controversy ensued, largely

waged between European and American

scientists; the former generally holding that
system termed "plasma

cells" (for their

ce11s

of the

abundant content

lyrnph

of

cytoplasm)

are resPonsible, the latter in the main favoring the view that other,
generally smaller and presumably distinct, cells of the l:rnph

system

I

termed "lymphocytes" (Dougherty, Chase and Wtrite (Lg44))LA,re tne

li

/
cellular site of antibody formation. rn the course of nearly thirty
years of experiment, it eventually eurerged (by around f965) that both
were antibody producers and that, these names were being used

for

Lrere, in fact, different stages of the same ce1l line. f"norrld

r,rhat.

be

noted that beginning about 1961, the first indications appeared of

distinction within the
thymus-dependent

(T)

-J

ce11 population termed "lymphocyte",

i.e.,

a

between

lyrnphocytes and thyrnus-independent, bone marrow

derived (B) lymphocytes. Together with macrophages, another kind of
white blood cell, these different cel-1 types work toBether t,o elaborate
antibodies directed towards specific antigens in ways that are yet to
be ful1y ,rrrd"rstood.2 It is the study of this cooperative interaction
I See the list of research
articles below.
2

sato and Gefter (1981), chapter 1; on the distinction between T and B
lymPhocytes (the latter are the preeursors of plasma ce1ls) see Benacerraf
and_Unanue (-1981). {s_hgs bPen subsequently recognized, there are several
different subtypes of T lynphocytes.
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different ce11 types to which the disciplinary appellation
"cellular innunology" is now appli.ed. rn addition, it may be mentioned

between
i

that the latter stages of the "which ce11?" controversy transpired
against the backdrop of another, largely theoretj.cal, controversy
(terned "selectionist" versus'tinstructionist") regarding the actual
mechanism

of antibody-antigen specificity:

how

it is that a body can

'recognizet the enormous number of different antigen molecules

by

forming antibodies specific to them. I However, the resolution of

this question (in the work of the llobel prize winners !{acfarlane Burnet,
\
others\had little or negligible impact upon
\
qhe "lymphocyte"/"pIasma.cell" disputg4which was resolved by electron

Medawar and

Jerne,

among

microscopic studies of specially prepared single ce1ls, in which the

effects of a continuing synthesis of antibody could be observed.
The main reason

case

2

the "which cel-1" problero was chosen as a test

of the linguistic

methods was

that it

had a

clearly identifiable

beginning and resolution, and because the two sides of the controversy

could be clearly delinited in a reasonably sized selection of papers,
which was done by workers who actuaLly participated in the research.
The standard format

for research reports in the bio-nedical sciences

divides the article under the foLlowing headings: "Introduction",
and

"Methods

Materialstt, ttResultstt, "Discussionit and ttconcrusiontt. with the sole

exception of the "Methods and Materials" sections (see further below),

entire text of ca. 20 arti"rct @Pl analyzed. Due to linitarions of
4^
size, however, only portions of the analysis of 14 articles are published
t,he

-I For a philosophically insightful discussion, see Edelman (1974); more
generally, Jerne (1967).
-? See T.N. Harris and S. Harris, "The Cellular Source of Antibody: A Review",
Chapter 8 of FIS.
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in Appendix I of FIS. In addition to the 20 articles written in
3 articles in French were also analyzed\by a native speaker

Eng15.sh,

of French.

The output

of this analysis

showed

\
that the structures

obtained for the English corpus were also sufficient for the French.

Portions of this analysis are presented in Appendix 2 of IIS. For

of reference below, we list here the
(abbreviations:

JEM

JI=

14 English

ease

articles:

= Journal of Experirenta

,

1. llc}Laster, P. and Hudack, S. (1935): "The Formation of Agglutinins
within Lyrnph Nodesr" JE}'l, 51, 783-805.
2. Dougherty, T,, Chase, J. and llhite, A. (1944): "fhe Demonstration
of Antibodies i:r Lynphocytesr" Proc. Soc. Exp. Bio. Med.,
.
57, 295-298.
Gormsen, H. and Lundquist, F. (L947): "Further
Experimental Studies on the Role of Pl-asna Cel1s as Antibody
Producers," JI, 55, LZI-L?9.

3. Bjdrneboe, B.,

4. Fagraeus, A. (1948): "The Plasrna Cellular Reaction and its Relation
to the Formation of Antibodies in Vitror" JI, 58, 1-13.
J. Harris, S. and T.N. Harris (1949): "Influenzal Antibodies in
Lymphocytes of Rabbits Following the Local Injection of
Rabbits," JI, 6I, L93-2O7.
6. Ehrich, W., Drabkin, D. and Forman, C. (1949): "Nucleic Acids and
the Production of Antibody by Plasma Cells," JEI.'!,40, L57-L57.
and van der Sl-ikk€, L. (1950): "T?re Role of Imature
Plasrna Ce11s in the Formation of Antibodies, as Established

7. KeuininB, F.

in Tissue Culture Experimentsr"
Clinical Medicine, 36, 167-L82.

8.

A., Leduc, E. and Connolly, J. (1955): "Studies on Antibody
Production I. A Method for the Histochemical Demonstration of
Spe^.ific Antibody and its Application to a Study of the Hyper-

Coons,

inmnune

Rabbit," JEM, lO2, 49-50.

Coons, A. and Connolly, J. (1955): "studies on Antibody
Production II. The Primary and Secondary Responses in the
Popliteal Lynph Node of the Rabbit," JEI'!, 102, 6l-72.

9. Leduc, E.,
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10. McGregor, D. and Gowans, J. (1963): t'The Antibody Response of
Rats Depleted of Lymphocytes by Chronic Drainage from
the Thoracic Duct," JII,I, LL7, 303-320.
11. Harris, T.N., Hurmeler, K., and Harrj.s, S. (1966): rrElectron
Microscopic Observations on Antibody-Producing Lynph
Node Cells," JE!I, L23, L6l-L72.
12. Leduc, E., Avrameas, S., and Bouteille, M. (1958): "Ultrastructural
Localization of Antibody in Differentiating PLasma Ce1ls,"
- J&1, L27, 109-1f8.

13. Gudat, F., Harris, T.N., Harris, S., and Hunrmeler, K. (1970):
"Studies on Antibody-Producing Cells, I. ULtrastructure
of l9S and 75 Antibody-Producing Ce1ls," JEII, L32, 448-474.
L4. Yoffey, J. and Courtice, F. (1970): Lyrnphatics, Lyrnph and rhe
LyroPhomyeloid Complex. 3rd edition. NY, Academic Press, 573-88.

A sublanguage is defined in Harris (1968) as a proper subser of

of a language that nay be closed under some or all of
operations defined in the language. I- Hence we mav think of a

the sentences
the

all senrences which can be described by a
#q
'grammart of specific word classes and sentence types whi,ch may be

sublanguage as

constructed (positional-ly defined) by the applicatio

..5;*

of nethods of

discourse and transforruational_ analysis
_

rt has

been objected

that the definition of a

sublanguage given

" here is insufficient or inconplete, in that no role is assigned to
belief in the characterization of a sublanguage.
course, such

.

an objection has no place for

\f.r

{J,

language

certain sublanguages, €.8., the sub;

of a language that is its

grammar.

nth

obj ection

Harris (1968:r52):"certain proper subsets of the sentences of a
language may be closed under some or all of the operations defined
in the language, and thus constitute a sublanguage of it."
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there is no clear separation to be drawn between meaning and

bel-iei,in the sense that an info:mantfs discernable
about the meaning

of

subJ.anguage expressions

as independenr (E@\

judgements

are not to be d{Qg.a
-t

his beliefs abour specif ic subject marrers
or of what is often referred to as his 'background bel-iefsr. Further,
since beliefs are llkely to differ

among

differ-

s or users of the sublanguar.,
encounter difficul-t problems of incorrrnensurability and translatlon.

efL4^

of a discourse reporting scientific research
aretypic],,,""".rtedastruebytheauthorsoftherepor.,*
Moreoverr -the sentences

...

a

given conflicting opinj-ons, interpretations of data, standards of
evidence, and the 1ike, a eolLection of such discourses within what
nay be considered to be the same sublanguage is liable to contain

truth-functional inconsistencies.

Even

so, it

seems

not

improbable

Ehat a rather sizeable intersectj.on can be located in the aggregate

of sentences of all such discourses, t,he truth or narrant for which
all conpetent researchers would assent to. Does the definition of
a sublanguage require reference to this conmunality of belief?F.r"
-appears to be no compelling reason for such a requirement. A sub-

of a science can initially be approached by choice of a
particular research problero, perhaps as selected by a knowledgeable
language

researcher or by closure under citation of texts. But this is onlv
an interim demarcation. A sublanguage is specified by its grannar;

)
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as will be suggested be1ow, a corpus of texts may be found to rbe€.--

!r*a!,.-&
several distinct and partially intersecting sublanguages

,\

so characterized. There is no necessity that the word classes

be

closed, or the vocabulary frozen. Any sentence that can be thousedt

within the defined structures of a sublanguage grannar belongs to
that sublanguage.G-""""
could be made that the appeal to belief
)
appears most unavoidable

in the case of

sentences which have not

occurred in any particular sublanguage discourse but which, perhaps
because

of shared vocabulary, nay be entertained to be sentences of

the sublanguage. Thus it night be rnaintained that<e.g., the antibody
developed inflamation, plas."cytogenesls occ,rrs
lymPhocytes Produce

of cellular

irl li.rer tis"rr.,

and

renal fat could only be ruled out of the sublangua.ge

inrmunology on grounds

that any researcher in the field

would assert their falsity or even incoherence. But independently of

the appear to belief, it can be shown that no existing sentence type
of the grarunar of this sublanguage characterizes any of these sencenees,

of which involves displacements of establ-ished patterns of word ^ -, r I
p*.,;4 LSrJ ltlTt/" l.-ul-'f1^
occurrence which are the basis of ec:ieting'word classes and'subclasse/
each

In general, unless such violations of patterns of occurrence recur or
can be systematically linked to structural patterns which do recu t, -fLu ;,
no convincing reason $"es*e++girnr\ for including such sentences within

the sublanguage. - Under,these c9nditioqs, eveD should such sentences
-*-1L^ arpos r{ Tcrrt-r (o.r 1 '-t+1t .fTLr--tA-7-:e{)
oceur,f, they could be viewed as anomal-ies, perhaps nisprints, and a
A
principled case made for their exclusion frorn the sublanguage, all

'e =i:*Y-/1c,;. {'(' ez|
.ri*.E>-uJJ tL*t ^' F ',*:t'

(p,Z*tnD*ffi.r,

without appeal to the beliefs of sublanguage

is not to say that

speak

sublanguage informants should

sand,".tFr"q)

dot be consulted

to the legitinacy of this, purely grarnmatical, exclusi

as

signifi-

cant issue is really whether the noti.on of a sublanguage, so defined,

is a workable one, whether any significant consequences follow from
its adoption. - If this is so, then also no special- problems of inconrmen1

surability or translation arise in considering a sublanguage under this
defi.nition. And, in any case, each user of a sublanguage has available
the resources of the containing language (e.g., English) with which

to ensure conrmunicability

and mutual understanding, even where

beliefs

ahd conclusions diverge.'
As noted above

in Chapter 3, to formulate sentence types is already

to project from the described corpus to
corpus which may never be observed.

that certain extensions of a
introduction of

for

new word

many

I^le nnay,

other sentences not in the

for example, wish to

sublanguage grarmar (allowing

for

say

the

classes, and perhaps new sentence types,

and

of established word classes and sentence types) also
characteri.ze sentences of the specified sublanguage though it is at
new members

best unclear, at present, how far we night push in this direction.

How

^I Accordingly, the adequacy of the proposed closure of a sublanguage
under certain elements and operations definable ln the language as
a whole is above all a pragmatic matter. In particular, the methods
of sublanguage analysis outlined here, based upon this definition,
are not wedded to a noti.on of anaLyticity. rt may be tnat other,
ruore philosophical inquiles into sublanguages or specialized uses
of language will perhaps-requlre reference to a theory of belief
in order to explain certain aspects of behavior.
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much estension such a granrrlar can be allowed and yet still

be said

to characterize the same sublanguage is a matter which requires further
stud-v (and to some extent, at least, further definition).
For example, Frs distinguishes a residue class M of metascientific
I qrarunaticall-y on what
wllich operatd
are termed ttscienee sentences'r
')
(those sentences which are instances of specific sentence types); semantically

the M segments state the scientistrs views of action in respeet to matters
described in the science sentences: McMaster and Hudack demonstrated the
Production of antibody in lyrnph nodes has the M sentence segment McMaster

and

with the remainder a science sentence of AV'T type.
And I'1 also includes certain sentence tintroducerst (however, etc) and
and Hudack demonstrated

connectives (...serves td indicate !]g!-...,
InEIy

more

otoo"tr[.;,;"nly

etc.)

and oth€r material which

r'[t"

as metascientific uut afrrc+f part of

a sublanguage of laboratory procedures and techniques: In si.ngle ce1l
droplet studies which involved a more sensitive antib
assav than that

of Nossal, Attardi, cohen, Horibata

and Lennox found

since the volurres on which calculations of

(Il, 161.3.2)L

or

voLume were based were derived

from a graph which agreed closely with one based on hematocrit-readings

of

packed

cells (5,205.2.2). since cert,ain members of

M

are cormon

Eo

scj.entific writing, no! merely to the subfieLd of inmunology dealt
with in FIS, there may be reason to distinguish an inmunology sublanguage
much

of the so-called "science sentences" and another, metascientific sublanguage,
of operators on these. G1l another sublanguage of laboratory procedures
and techniques may perhaps be defined by word classes and sentence types

- References of this form are to the listing of articles above, as
follows: paper number (in this listing), page, paragraph number
(counting from the initial text on a page) and sentence number
within the paragraph. Thus this reference is to paper 11, page I51,
paragraph 3, sentence number 2.
I
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which may be set up for the text of the "Mechods and Materials"

secti.ons, an analysis omitted from Frs slnce the regularit.ies of
word combi.nation

existing in the other sections of the articles
the complete q

could not, in the main, be shown to occur n.t".G"

text of each ar.icle is

demonsrrably

nor ,.""#o

wirhin

immunology sublanguage closed under the objects and

the

relations of

a'graronart of only the science sentences of these articl.es and
their undifferentiated M operators. on the other hand, given the
coincidence of structures obtained for the "science sentences" in

both English and French research articles,
sublanguage

hre cannot say

that

of these sentences belongs to one or the other

As Harris has pointed

out, this

sublanguage

is

the

language.

more appropriately

looked upon as "an independent linguistic system sufficient for
articles in a particular research area". I It may be fitting

to

speak here

of a

where the language

sublanguage

of (a subfield of) a science,

of a science could be considered to be a

collection or tenvelope' 2 of partially intersecting, partially
independent sublanrrr"r"".

3

- Harris (co appear): "(r)t was found that when French articles in
in field were analyzed, the same word classes and sentence types
appeared as in the English articles. The language of each set of
articles can be considered a sublanguage of its particular natural
language. But the language connon to them all, consisting of the
word subclass symbols (which suffice for a vocabuLary) and their
sentence types, is ncit a sublanguage of either English or French.
InsEead, it can be looked upon as an independent J.inguistic system
r | - \ 'sufficient for articles in a partj.cular research area.'
1

r

2

H."is

has used

.;"-."-;r.r'.;;"""":"",-"." ".r.,;;"

3 On th. interrelations between
sublanguages, see Hi2

(re8r).

(1975).

- ffi[{}

ta))"v 15
*a.
--ufu
"*s"\;
'
"(-h
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6.2 Procedures of Analysis; (a) Gross

Gramrnatical Analysis:

of

Relations.

l.Iord Dependence (Operator/Argument)

written discourse is facilitated in that

Identification

The analysis

segmentation

of (nost)

of the discourse

into sentences is given. Given sentence boundaries, the initial

step

of the analysis is to identify the operator/argument relations of
words

of the individual sentences.

the

However, since ntany occurrences of

'the same'sordt are often in what appear to be different gramatical
environments, the classification of word dependence relations can most
reasonably get underway by considering at first only those words which,

in almost all occurrences, have the same graurat,ical position (e.g.
the tnoun subjectt of a sentence).

'v.

Most notable among these are words

with null argument requirernent,(i.€.,

rnrny nouns such as

antlgen, antlbodv,

ce11, tissue, as well as names for various cellular ultrastructure -endoplasmic reticulum, nucleus,

etc. --

and names

for various tissues

- serum, renal fat, l1ver etc. In additlon to these words of nul1
requirement, there are also words with non-null requlrenent which appear to
occur with nearly always the same relation of word dependence. Included
here are operators on sentences (operating on the fhighest t (least upper
bound

in the directed seni-lattice in which the partial order of

dependences nay be represented) operator

word

of that sentence) which have

- r.e.,

words which require no other words for their tentryr into a
sentence and which, therefore, are not operators. It should be noted,
however, that nearly all nul1 requirement words can also be treated
as predicates of a noun (nu1l requirement word). For example. 'classifier'
occurrences of tisgrle, and ce11-(The serum is a tissue, A macrophage is
a cel-L) are rare, if not non-existent in research reports, buiTEEy lna!
EGnrrron in elementary texts. Alnost all proper and common nouns can

in turn be considered as 'classifiers' (0- operators) of the indefinites,
^#

4)l?8.,^

someone, something,
LrrlrrEi, E.B.,
€.9., puulELtrrrrg
Something I5
is aa iihale,
wnaIe, eEcr
etct

\

r

>*ffi#;ffi3

e*4at
<

the word dependence

4th

ion 0o, such as;ffia

classif

in

to
dav.

among

.. (from

.r.^J-f ^ fbeginfi^

5, 164. 3.2)'. And

aDDea

arqe numbers on

there is also a good deal of stabiliry

certain binary oPerators, e.8., certain words of the classifica-

tion 0rr. which operate on two null requirement words, as @.g!p
in @smic
cisternae in this cell sometimes also
lltl

contain antibodv... (from L2,I12.3.3) operating on (clsternae, antlbody),
P:od"Sg

in antibody is not

produced by small. lyrnphocytes...(frorn 10,317.1.1)

operating on (iymptrocvtes, ant.iFodv), or svnthesizes, storc in the ceI1
svnthesizes antibody at a higher rate but stores some of it. . . (from

11,157.1.4) each operating on the argument pair (cel1, antibodl).

'

Aoother exampl. of Orr' binary operators

certain metalinguistic cast, e.8.,

t

"t;r;

Lq9-e_ge_1_1.g_d,

wgrf_-iden_!-ified__4s,

as in large reticulum cells were called trats_itional cells.._. (frorn

4,9.3.4). Taking these operators as binaries rather than ternaries,
as night be the noroal case in the languee as a whole (e.g.,

We

ca1led large reticulum cells rtransitional cel1sf, etc) illustrates
how

the argument requlrement classlflcation of rthe

same

wordt can

**^
a*T€r€"
betlteen its sublanguage occurrences and lts wider occurrences.
Si-nce

the style of uuch scientlfic rrrltlng of e:,rperimental flndings

favors the passlve vol.ce over the active, the great bulk of occurrences

of certain rmetaf words, whicb ln the actlve voice requi.re speciflcation
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or mention of the authors or investigators (f_igg, iS.entifv,
dete,ct, etc) of the paper, are in passive form (@d,

e-e.L1,

EE

identified as, were called, were detected, etc.) which permits
e1iminationofmentionoftheactivesubject(l.Ie,i@.@.9,
Mitchel and Gowans, etc.).

Taking the sublanguage occurrences of

these words as binary operators, then, is already a departure form

the method of assignnent of operator/argurnent relations t.o the
words

of a sentence by an axiomatic

graumar

of the

language as

a whole (see Chapter 5 $3) whose concern is to show, by providing

explicit derivati.ons, that

each word

of the language (counting

homonl'rns

is different words) has'A single rregularizedr word dependence
classification in all of its occurrences. Thus, from the point of
view of a gralunar of the language as a whole, a sentence like
these cells were identified as lymphocvtes would be derived frorn

a souree with a reconstruction of the zeroed subject, We/investigators

identified these cells as lvmphocvteq, since identifv nay be
as having a tregulari-zedr base classification,
on the ordered triplet($,

fication in the

0rrrrr,

cel-ls, lvmphocvtes)).

sublanguage

The

taken

(raentifv operating
binary classi-

is justified, however, since there is

a

standard transformation which takes a sentence of the active voice
and transforms

it into an informationally equivalent sentence of

thepassive(
where the passivized subject uray be zeroed on grounds

)and

of contributing
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1-no additional information. -\This
elementary example shows how, using
I

transformations available in the language as a whol-e, a canonical or

'regularized' classification of operator/argument relations over the
domain of i sublanguage may be obtained which is rdifferentr from that
desired for the language as a who1e. In particular, there is no cornpelling
reason to regularize sublanguage word occurrences by going 'a11 the

way

down' to Jheir base classification given in the axiomatic grarmar of

the sentences of a language. Wtrile this nay be done on demand in
each instance (with the possible exception

of technicaL vocabulary

which cannot be said to oceur in the language as a whole outside of

a particular subla"C"g"l.: thereby showing that the sublanguage is
indeed a sublanguage of English (in this case), to do so often works

against the subl-anguage-gramnatical objective of exhibiting the
degree

maxinum

of regularity of word recurrences that the constraints of

methods and empirical

sentence types
sequences

control pernit.

And

the

this favors constructing

relating as tnany word classes as possible, and sentence

relating as many sentence types as possible. For the objective

of thj.s analysis is to eliminate from gra"-atical description as nany
possible of the variant

for-ms which can be

deternined to tsay the same',

thereby ensuring that the remri,ning redundancies of word cornbination

afi2

are actually inf orrnation-creattll.
L

As is certainly the case with a written text.

2

To this ghgo-re.t!9a1 objection to full decomposition must be addeJ
anotlfffr'"ttl{hf
and aesthetic,-q: since each reconstruction
is notdd and justified in IIS, the comprehensibility and readability
of the final output. would suffer from unnecessary detaiLs of recon-

struction.

as
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Another, perhaps more important, i.nstance of how transformations
valid for the language as a whole are already enployed in obtaining
an initial

segmentation of sublanguage sentences into operator/argument

relatj.ons is the case of the word inject.
Materials" sections of the articles,

In all but the "Methods

and

the bulk of occurrences of inject

are as nominalizations, e.8., following the injection of inactivated
influenzal virus into the foot-pad of rabbits...

(frorn 5,204.2.I) vhere

it nay be seen to have trro arguments, a word of the G (rantigen') class
here, influenzal virus -- and a word of the B ('bodyr or tbody partt)
class -- the foot-pad of rabbits. So characterized, inject is a word of

the J word class (which incl-udes -- in
words such as

iry:2.

some

of their occurrences--- other

as in rabbits were irnmunized strongly for several

with a formolized mixture of 8 pneumococcus types...(fron 3rL2L.1.2)
and sensitize as in the animals were sensitized by means of subcutaneous

weeks

injections of horse

serum

(4,1.3.1)); words of the J class are binary

0r,,

operators having a first argument from the G class and and second argument
from the B c1ass. \On the other hand, in the "Methods and Materials"
secti.ons which describe the laboratory nethods and experimental procedures
and measurement techniques, there are perhaps

(of the form
of inject as 0--nnn

we

sufficiently

rnany occurrences

injected the rabbits with influenzal virus)

that, as regards these sections, the most approPriate characterization
of these occurrences j.s

0rrrr' with an explieit argument place for a
""
class of words like we, investigators, @1!, etc. Although, as noted

above, the "Methods and Materials" sections were not analyzed in establishing

the initial

result in FIS on the grounds that

many

of the "Methods" sentences
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contained no or onlv one member of the otherwise established word

classes, preliminary work indicates that t.he "Methods" section
i

comprise a

distinct

sublanguage

or confluence of

may

sublanguages (including,

perhaps, a sublanguage of measurement) dealing with procedures,

instruments, techniques of measurement and the liklwhose applicability

is wider than that of the part of cel1u1ar
the remainder of ,n"

of

how these

distinct

"tri.t ffi",

immunology reported in

rerarively minor, indicarion

sublanguages nay be

related is therefore the

transformation, similar to that noted above,\rnt"n establishes
\

connect,ion between

0

occurrences

a

of inject and its occurrences

as

\It should be noted that there are also occurrences of inject
-nn
-*hich are noE members of j;
in riris corpus-)
,'
in paper I0 (which also contains J occurrences of inject) where an
9rrrrr,,

unusual experi.mental technique of transferring lymphocytes obtained

in one animal into another, lynphocyte depleted animal, is referred to:
(An attempt was therefore made

to reverse the unresponsive state

by

injecting lvmphocyte-depleted rats with thoracic duct cell_s frorn
normal non-imrnunized

rats...(10,310.I.2)). Here inject occurs

as

0___,
having a first argument of the C ('ce11') word class, and a
nnn
-

second and

third

argument

inject are taken as

of the B class.

members

These occurrences of

of a new class I, defined for the context

C_BB. This is but one of many cases of rsublanguage homonymity'
which are, however, readily resc.ived by noting the word class
operator/argument relations of each occurrence of a word.

1

\{?'

-t
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\ry- YD ,n.^
/',f fi"z ^,'"
.5P',
b)

Sencence

types.

The

initial

tation of the sentences of

se

the corpus into their sublanguage o;5erator,/argument relations yield

v

a fj.rst approximation to the word/classes of the sublanguage.
are found the noun (nul1 requirerfent) classes: G (tantigen'),

C ('cel1'), T (ttissue'), S

and a few others.

Here
A (\ | errLIUUUy
^^- iL^i-.

structure of the ce11'), B ( 'body')

(

Having these, Lre may then construct operator word

classes whose members require words of one or more of the noun

classes; for exampre, a class v of words (ineluding p_rplucg, contain,

is found _in, etc.) whose members require words of the A and C (or S of C)
or T classes, a cLass W of operators whose members (en1arge, development,
g-!g-!.Be,

contaj.n, etc.) require one or more words of the c,\s or T c1-asses,

a class J (as seen auove)

whose members

\

require words of the

G and

B

classes, and so on tr-" next step is to represent the recurrence

of these word classes with one another in a canonical form, as sentence
tyPes. Thus a sentence like plasma ce1ls produce antibodj.e_s can be
rePresented as a sequence

of the

chosen synbols

for the word classes

to which the different words, as deterrined by the initial

segmentation,

belong, €.g., mirroring the reft to right order of their occurrence

as CVA, or for tire proa"ction oi a

as VAC, or

the production bv plasma ce1ls of antibodv, VCA, or @
bY plasma cell-s, Avc, etc. since all of these sentences or sentence
fragments are transformati.onally
may be selected as

related,

one word class syurbol sequence

a "normal linear form" to designate this type of

sentence: here the choice is AVC. rn the rast pages of chapter 5

$3

|\

,,'

,
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above, we briefly

indicated how, with the use of a re-linearizing

'transformationr, which can be viewed as particular to the sublanguage,
and

i

a leftward pointing reading instruction, which instructs that

the

reading of the sentence begin with the rightmost segment and proceed
A

l-eftward, word sequences whose word'class linear order varies may be
represented as instances of a cornmol

point out

how transformations again

""r,a.r,ce

type. fr.t.

we need only

are employed in the analysis in

obtaining normal form representation of sentence types. However, in

distinction to the previous use of transformations in obtaining
segmentat.ion

a

into operator/argument word classes, the re-linearizing

transformation and the reading
instruction are not really operations
-.

:

I
which have validity for the language as a whole. Yet this is not

a burdensome cost to the analysis since each of these supplementary
operations could be elininated, the same result being attainable by

transforrations available for the language as a whole, e.8.,

by

nominalization or denominalization. So a sentence like plasrna cell-s
Dr_sdlce antibodJ which can be segnented,

]ef t-pointing arrolr ( I antibody I p:@

also be nominal-i.zed into
plasma

cells ; ).

AVC

in

AVC

nonral form, using

i plasna cel1s * I ),

a

nay

normal form ( antibody's I Utq!"ti"!--Lvl

However, since nominalization

or other transformations

invol-ve change of phonemic shape of the sentence transformed,2 thes
I
special sublanguage devices can be considered to be rshortcuts' which, \
,\U
I
- For example, the re-linearization which produces of antibodies the
product.ion bv plasma ce1ls, is only of dubious st,anding in the language

as a who1e.

-

And

all such alterations of

phonemic shape must be

justified.

?-4

?/
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easing the burden of reconst.ruciion, aid the alignment of trans-

fornationally relatable sentences into a canonical structural form.
As such thel' are distinct from the special sublanguage reconsrructions
of zeroed material (considered below) which have no standine in the
granrnar of the language as a whole.
(c) wil-. A further use of transformational nethods in obtaining
a!'*'
repeating sentence types (sublanguage formulas),

which arJavail_ab.l-e

!ef

.4/"
/,{
V

1

for the sentences of the language as a whole, is in the decomposition of nany text sentences Lnto a rprimaryt sentence s, and one or
more 'secondaryt sentences

51 s3r...\t.,
-\'

appended

(in order) to

the

prinary sentence and to the primary as 'nodified by previousl,v appended
secondaries. In Harris (L982) secondaries are conneeted to a primarv
by semi.colon, where (e.g.,) a rrord in s2 *y be reduced to wh-

pronoun

q: the condition that lt is 'the same'as a word in sr as asserted in
metalinguistic 'samenessr statement (Chapter 5 S3): llax bought a notebook;
said notebook was green +

Max bought

a notebook which was green +

Max

bought a green notebook. In English, all- nodifiers rnay be transforma-

tionally derived froro this process of

appended secondary sentence,

statement of sameness, reduction to rh- pronoun, and in the case of

'(
(\

s

most adjectives and some adverb\transposition
r
irnmediate left of its "host" (predicand) word

of the modifier to the
llin S,. t [enortrer example
-r I
shows how this mechanism enables text sentences to be decomposed into
instances of the recurring senteDce types. A sentence like the ce11s
' Harris (1982:130 ff).
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were found

in antibody-producing

lymph nodes (frorn 11,16I.2.2)

be transformationally decomposed into a prinary and an

may

appended

secondary: the cells were found in lymph nodes; said lymph nodes are
antibody-producing whereupon the reduction to wh- pronoun, the ce1ls
were found in lymph nodes which are antibody-producing. Upon decompounding
antibody-producing to produce antibody (or are producing antibody),

factorization of the relative

Dronoun which

lnto a wh- coniunctional

,1".tfi4't@t""
element (a vdriSnt of semicolon) and an -ich proform, and substitution
^
of the S,I word (lynph node) for its proform in S,, we have, in the
normal form segmentation-

cells I were found in I lynph nodes I
antibodv j produce i (lymptr nodes) e

I these
WH-

l;l

where the WH- element, as a conjunction,
I

vertical bars.^
as

I

is partitioned off by three

The nornal form segmentation

is forrnulaically represented

Cw.1nTw

ilievDNr
the w superscript indicating the host word in S,I to which the

appended

S, modifier is attached (i.e., operates upon). 2
The transformational treatment

of modifiers enables a single

sentence

to be structurally represented

of several- already existing
"" "oqi{sed
l<
r=*ql
sentence types, rather than as a possiblyzfro=Cf
type of sentence;
a reduction in the complexity of grarnatical aescription and an elimination
therefore of redundaacy of description. This is notably the case

,

'

.#."{

The capitaliz6atwn- emphasize-

its conjunctional status;

where

parentheses

enclose reconstructed material not appearing in the text.

-)

The subscripts designate a

particular subclass of the word class;

see below.
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the modifier (operator) in the secondary sentence is a binary or
ternary operator (i.e., hg" two or three argument places), as produce
(blnary) in the above example. Where S, introduces a unary (single place)
oPerator uPon a word in S' the objective of compressing as much prediea-

tional information as possible

(rnodulo recurrence

of existing

sentence

types) into a single sublanguage formula or rohr of conjoined formulas
can be accomodated by lndicating the secondary predication as

a

superscript to the word class symbol representing its host word.

6L

For example, among the modifi.ers of certain nouns (members of s,

or T classes) are included words of the I.l class which, in other of
their occurrences, are the main (highest or Latest enteJjulg l; op.t.aot
their noun. o"c,,r!og as nain operator, they 'ffi"ether
with
^b,elementary sentence (an
their noun argument, an
instance of an existing
upon

sentence

type). Thus large occurs as mai.n operator on the cel-ls in

the cell-s were large...(frorn 4,1.3.5), which is a

CW,

instance of

the cw sentence type. But upon entry of a further operator into the
senlence upon

their noun, they are urodifiers (or adjuncts) of their

noun, which becomes their host. For instancey'in the presence of large

cel1s in these cultures... (fron 7,L2.2.L\ large occurs as a

local_

modifier of its host cells which is under the higher operator presence in.

In the normal form segmentation, large as a left nodifier is included
within the segment of its host; by relinearization this is:
I

of large cel1s I the presence in i these cultures

j

in the semi-lattice of the partial orderirrri, "fr {

\-pt

(q>

\
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In the formula rePresenting this segmentation, the g subclass subscri.pt
of the l^I predicate large is w:itten as a right superscript to the
word class synbol of

its n oun host: cB wTu (the u superscript
a
sinilarly indicating 41'4f
.Elg c ulture is a modifier of a non-reconstructed
tissue). Siruilarly, the

W

predicate mature occurs as the main operacor

in the cells were fully mature...(frorn 6,L64.3.4), indexed
whereas mature occurs as Local rnodifier

of

C

'J
*m'

plasma cel_ls under the

higher oPerator found to be present in mature plasma cells were found

to be present in large
The inclusi.on
l'1 (met,ascience),

numbers

(fron 6,L64.5.3),-2iwhich is Ci Wl

of local modifiers (and

material) within the

sometimes

seE;ments

.

other: €.8.,

of their host

nouns

obviously Deans that words belonging to different word classes are

within a single segment ln the normal forn projection.
principle there are transformational roethods of constructing a
unLted

segmentati.on

in which only material belonging to a single

rn

word

class appears, but once again the objective of eliminating redundancy
\
from description and thus exhibitine\o ttre extent possible by the
\

methods\tre regularities of occurrence within the sublanguage overrules

"t\tt*
a more exact decomposition .!f(doing
so allows representation of text
sentences by

existing sentence types.

The amount

of transformational

of a sentence (reconstruction of less reduced stages in
the derivation of that sentence) required to tregularizer the characterization

decomposltion

of the

sent.ence cannot be

stipulated a pric:i, and is, in the final
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anal)'sis' a matter of overall best fit.

However, it may be eurphasized,

this does not mean that the transformations ernployed are ad hoc. With
I

noced exceptions,

sentences

the transformations have applicability to the

of the entire language. Moreover, the actual significance

of the use of transformational analysis in t,he sublanguage analysis
can ultimat.ely be attested by determining with what adequacy

and

facility they enable a representation of information in the sublanguage.
(d) Subclasses. The word I
of the immunology sublanguage are
"l.""es
set up on the basis of .Cete*kri:tq, the operator/argument relations
obtaini-ng among the various words of the text sentences; as seen

-lrr,;s J-t'

4bove,'initially by notlng that
that others are operators
still

some words have

upon one

or

more

nu1l requiremenE,

nu1l requirement

words

, tG

others are operators upon these operators, and so on. Thus an

operator word class V can be defined by deternining which operator
words require an argument word frorn the class A and possibly also
one from any

of the classes C,

S

or T; that is, V consists of the

class of operator words occurring in environments receiving the

'regularizedr grarumatical designati.on as

_, A _ C, A _ S, A _
(or A _ SC, A _ CT, since we have fragments or sentences of the
form S of C, C in T designated S W C and C W T, respectively).
A

T,

Having donezm, material like the antlbody detected in and around
4n
small lymphcytes (frorn 9,58.3.5) and antibody is not produced by
sma11 lymphocytes

plasma

(frorn 10,317.1.1) and the antibody was formed by

cells (from 6,L64.5.5) may be segmented, respectively,

the antj-body I detected in and around i

as

sma11 lymphocytes

t

'Understanding tword'here in the sense of operator granmar; i.e.
as distinguished by predicational relations. l*f #r-,
+.r
a

<*\b1'+7.

s.J ,!r+s .,^5 d-..-*r' kr^.s

4,-.-L'e*r .!-*' *nry

*;Lrfl'J

'

r3lr.Il .t ':*);,

^lJa
&3
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I aj not produced by I srna11 lymphocytes i
the antibody i g:_I.*.a UV ; plasrna cells f .

; ar'ltibod:r

and

Wirhin the broad confines of the gross classification, each of these

q:(

rii rorrulaically representable aslsentence/ of
I
6:
^
(11 6'^--;1
the AVC type. put flrseful result-obviously requirT further differ.{
1[^
4
entiatEc( within the gross word cl-asses, ir+( setting up word subclasses.
segmented sentences

This is possible generally in two hrays: determining whether (a) a word

in a given class occurs only with a restricted set of words in its
argument (or operator) class, or (b) words within a given class may
be distinguished by the occurrence of different "local rnodifiersrl
ciperating upon them. It'is

this latter condition which enables

detected in and around to be set apart. frorn is not produced by, E
formed by.which
)

in the above

examples are

al-l occurrences of words of

the gross word class V. For we can find sentences or parts of
such as the

sentences

participation of lymphocytes in the formation of antibody

(frour 4,12.4.1), the lynphocyte was instrumental in the fornation

of antibody (fron 7,2.2.7),

lyrnphocytes

act as producers of antibody

(frorn 3,128.3.i), a ninor contribution of lymphocytes to antibody synthesis

(fron 8,58.3.3), and the role of
tion (from 7,L4.2.I),

whereas there are no sentences

lymphocytes are instrumental

or

plasma

lrnrnature plasrna ceI1s

in antibody

of the

forma-

form

in detecting antibody in and around them

cells play a role in the presence of antibody.

The

"local modifiers"

act as, have a role in, etc. serve to distinguish produce, form, synthesis,
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as a subclass of words (designated Vo , with tpt mnemonic for rproduce')
wit.hj-n the gross class

V. In turn,

the antibody was formed

--

whose

first

we also have sentences like
"rrr""
by plasma cells (above),these loca1 nodifiers

argument

is a word of the C word class

and whose second

argument a member of

the subclass Vp -- themseLves form a word class,
designated by superscript trt (nnemonic for fhave a role inr) which

is attached to the

symbol

of their

second argument

in the formulaic

rePresentation. Accordingly, the above sentences and fragments contai.ning

of V- are represented as instances of the formula I Vr C.
PP
Sinilarly, detect.ed in, found in, cont,ained members of V nay

members

be

distinguished by the occirrence of particular modifiers upon them, €.8.,

titers of, concentration of as in lvrnphoid ce1ls frorn minced lvmph

nodes

also contained high concentrations of antibody (6,157.1.4) and the
demonstration of antibodies in higher titer in the local lymphatic

in the serum...(frour 51205.1.3); these form a subclass
ui (with 'i' Eremonic for fin').t/r, other subclasses of V may be
distinguished in this manner, e.g.r a subclass V" (tsecretef) in
system than

a cell could be producing and secreting enough antibody to produce

a rosette or plaque without containing, at a given time
antibody to be detectab1e... (from

L3,47

enough completed

f.1.2), a subclass Va ('store')

which selects a unique member of S endoplasrnic reticulum as in in

of the large lymphocytes ...the
slightly

and

some

endoplasrnic reticulum...channels were

variably distended,

and appeared

to have deposits of

protein-like rnaterial (from 13,456.2.L) and so on. Difference of

1^un t-ncl-usr-on of

fmetascience t terms like detect and demonstrate in
word classes of the imnunology sublanguage, see fn I p. 403 at the
beginning of s3 below.
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gran'natical environment also serves to differentiate
subcr_asses
within the various argument vord classes. For
example,

l)rnphocyre

(cr),ma1' be distinguished frorn plasrna

cell (c") on the basis of
sentences such as so far we caa_onl_-g!g!g@
that plasta cell's
possibilit-y.
-Produ
that lvmphocytes do (3,129.5.1) and one of the@
1 was

or nor
(e)

(14,584

lyrnphocytes

.2.D.

sublanguage Transformations.

proceed

delir.d {fom

to briefly consider

with these

conments

in mind,

we

certain transformations, special to
the sublanguage and hardly available in the gramnar
of the ranguage
as'a whole, perrnit a further regularlzation of the analysis.
how

some words (and word sequences) can

sentences

in zero phonemic form in as

bution they

be said to occur in text

rnuch

as the informational contri-

to their sentence is negligent or highly redundant
(expectable) i'n a given occurlence. Since all reductions and zeroings
leave a trace in the environing words, namely, a recognizable departure
rnake

from established word dependence requi.remerra",l the reconstruction of
these words in many cases enables a reductlon in the apparatus of
grammatical descriptionr

€.g., in showing that an apparent modifier
of one word (which is not in its argument class, and so constitutes
an aPParent exception to be listed) is, in fact, a rnodifier of another
word whj.ch occurs only

in zero form. A striking instance of this

rnay

be seen in the hornologous-antibody titers of extracts of a given lymph
node (frorn 5,205.1.1) where hoqglgt

is an apparent nodifier of

'Harris (I982:19):"Each reductj.on leaves a lrace: the trace of a zeroing
is a recogni.zable emptiness in matching the argument requirement of
operat,ors to their required arguments."
1
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antibody. However, on the basis of sentences such as the difference
in titers

to the homologous and heterologous virus are cLearly

marked

i

(from 5,204.5.2) and experiments in which opposite legs of

each

rabbit received injections of different serolosical tvpes of
influenzal virus (from 5,204.5.1) as well as the demonstration of
antibodies in higher titer in the 1oca1 lymphatic systern than in
Ehe serum (frorn 5,205.1.3) we can reconstruct

titers of extracts of a given

\.

w
s

of a

\J

Lvmph node

node as

titers of antibody in extracts

which is homolo

to the lee iniected with

a stiETE-of influenzal virus where

of the

horologo,ts-artibof

hombllogous

asserts that the location.

lymph node from wlrich the extracts rrere mede

is on the

same

side of the body (here, on the sane 1eg) as is injected with a strain

of virus

(hence

also the occurrence, above, of

homologous and hetero-

logous virus).

Another, more widely employed, reconstruction of tsublanguage

appropriate' l-ow-infornat j.on
"macrosentences"

words enables

of the GJB:AV(C or T)

an antigen injection sentence
'" reDresented bv t:
r<

o a tresDonser

this reconstruction is
a "loca1 modi.fier"
following, etc
a zeroed

GJB

(GJB)

based

nEl J

d

the construction of

and GJB:C(or T)W

manv

type, i.e.,

iLclass of-".-lLconjoined-*5t-d
wolds ,
sent,enE

trace on which

be only the observa\e occurrence of

colon con

.

g.

, after,

reconstruction in turn serrres as trace of

fJ-rst argument sentence. For example, in mature plasma

qUJ

ce1ls began to aPpear in large numbers only on the 4th day (from 6,164.3.2)
we can reconstruct mature plasma ce11s began

onlv

qhe 4th da)' after the ittjectiotr of a

(GJB:
't

alZL
) of a GJB: response
"l*

to appear in large numbers
gen, a partlcular instance

macrosentence (here rhe subscript

t to the colon indicat.es the rnodifier on the 4th day, Cm represents
h+
mature plasma cell, and Wl' the W- subclass member appears, with its
aspectual nodifier began and a quantity nodifier in large numbers).

6.3 Results of the Analysis.

The

najor word classes and some of the

subclasses are

listed below; a complete listing is given in chapter 2
of FIS. We reiterate that the Eetascience (M) segmenEs, grarurratically

{t,*:
l*l{- is
a

t in gui s hed,

"*h$fi:

::_j.n.-t:

:

t"
?

on sentences of the immunology sublanguage

assertion words, various kinds of connectives, and so forthnwhich require

further analysis and differentiation. At present, it

may

be said

that i.n most cases, M material can be separated on grarnmatical

on1-y

grounds".

?

fromtheimruno1ogysentenc""p'op"'.1-n,*{#d-:.r#^?#*,

-sAf,

M

verbs - demonstrate, obserlre, detect, described etc.

N' subjects of

M

verbs - ne, investigators, Sundberg, etc.

M' procedural terms - prepare, extracted, centrifuged, etc.

M" assertion (0o) operators - is probable, is insignificant, etc.
M

conjunctions - indicates, has obvious bearing on, therefore,fu,

This is not always readily achievable however, €.g., in only insignificant
of antibod rrtere detected in the f olllcle culture f luids (f rom 4.
L2.4.3) the 'mera terms insignificant and detected are included within
the segmentation of the irmnunology sentence.

amounEs

er4
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Representative members of the major word classes and

of the subclasses of the imnunology
The

status of

members

sublanguage are

listed

some

below.

of word classes is established i.n that free

substit.ution of one menber for another in the grarrnatically charal

r^

,ft.terLzed word=class environment yields a resultant sentence which
^
may be said to belong to the iuununology sublanguage, though it
nay not occur

in the analyzed corpus or an expanded corpus,

and

may

in fact be contradictory or unacceptabre to users of the language
(tsublanguage i.nforraantst). word class members are, aecording to
the term revived by Geach, substitutabl.e salva congruitate: replaceErent yields a syntactically (i.e., grarmatically) coherent string of

words. rn general, word class members are not freely replacable in
a stronger sense, salva veritate or salva signiflcatione. For exampLe,
in a cel1 could be producing and secreting enough antLbodv to

a rosette or plaque without containing, at a glven time, enough completed antibody to be derectable (frorn 13,47I.1.2) produce (in either

of its occurrences) is not substituabl-e for secrete or contain though
all are here members of the gross word class v. Nor is antigen, a
4,

v

lr'

'classifier nount, substituable, in eit

of the stronger

senses,

a

inflammation was induced in the cervical nodes of both sides

oth ears

and

the injection of paratyphoid bacterin on one side

diptheria toxin on the othgr (frorn L,79L,3.1) though these are
here members of the gross word class G (tantigent). on the other
and
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hand, members of word subclasses can, in general, be said to be

"1ocal1y slrnonymous", i.e., replacement of one

member

by another

in a sentence preserves, ex hypothesi, i.nforuation. Thus, produce,
synt.hesize, members of the subclass Vo, *Y be substituted (as
was produced

by, was

synt,hesized

byl rot

fo::ur (another member of Vo)

in e.g., the antibody was formed by plasna cel1s (fron 6rL64.5.5).
Again, in there were regularly present, in sections of the homolateral

popliteal

Lymph node

stained for antibody, large cells (fron 9,64.5.1)

stained !99, occurring here as a member of V. nay be replaced by
other members of V. occurring in the environment regulatized as A_T

which, as stained for, s_elect a

member

of T as first argument: containing,

Positive for, etc. Other menbers of V. occurring in this environment
select A as first argument: present in, found in, visible in (or

visibly present in), demonstrable in (dernonstrably present in),
detectable i" (det.c,!gb1v. present in). Replacement in these rlnverse'
cases requires

transformlion; for example, in the above case,

the

A v r segment may be transformed under replacement to sections of

the homolateral popliteal lymph node ln which antibody was visibly

present. As the
sublanguage

above examples show,

"local

synonyms"

of the

irununology

in fflny cases can hardly be considered to be synonlmous in

the language as a whole, i.e., English.

G antigen, killed cholera spirilla,
J

injected, adm-nistered,

S. ryphi, B. prodigiosus

imnunized

B mice, rabbits,
bits, hind foot of the rabbit
U travels. is di.stributed to
btevs4et
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A antibody, agglurinin, rosette (Ar)
\t is present in (V.). is
T tissue. liver (T-),

produced

lymph node

bv (V ). secretes (V )
(T_), serum (T.)

cell (C_), lymphocyre (C_), blast (C.)
W enlarged (w-), enflamed (w.), mature i" ,
(w )
a-g
""""ntric
S cellular ultrastruct.ure, nucleus (Sn), rritochondria (Sr)
C ce11,

plasma

l.
Y were identified as, are, according to our terminology, develop into (Y')
I were injected into...from (ftf)

: after, following
These combine

AV

T

the tissues demonstrably contained antibody

AVC

antibodv is synthesized by plasrna cells

AVSC
G

into the fOllowing sentence types (for-mulas of information):1

antibody is distributed in the perinuclear space

J B antigen

was administered intravenously

GU

T

GU

C the uptake of antigen by the ce1l

antigen is absorbed by the

SCW
C

W

in rabbits

serum

the ergastoplasmic cisternae of the cell-s

became dl-stended

the ce11s nultiply

CW

T

CY

C these ce1ls eventuate in mature plasma cel1s

SY

S these structures include Golgi

CYC

these ceLls are scattered ln the medullary cortex

bodies

C large lymphocytes ar.e regarded as transitlonal

i.,etween smal1

lymphocytes and plasmablasts

- This list is not exhaustive; subclass designations omitted.
I
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The sentence types, in turn, combine into sentence sequence types
(

tt., crosentences

l)

i

G

tt

):

J B : response sentences (i.e.,

sentences whose main operator

f " r.roer of V, w, or y")r e.B.r
G

.

JB:

CW

T

After intravenous injecti.ons of horse

rabbits, celLular
GJB:

changes occurred

JB:

into

in the spleen

AVC - Onthe first fewdaysafterthe lastofaseries
of injections, antibody is present in groups of

G

serum

C

Y"

C

-

Menbers

plasma

of this ce11 family arise fron

sone

cells

undiff-

erentiated precursor as the direct result of antigenic stimulus.

,2) GJB:
3)

G

J Br:

GUT
C

After injectionantigen lscarriedbythelymph

IttBrB, - Cells taken from sensitized rats are injected

into other
4)

GU

rat.s

T(or C) : response sentences - The synthesis of antibody is not the
usual result of the uptake of antigen by the cell

5)

C

€t

: response sentences
I'-B'B.
LZ

Antibodv response can be restored

by injecting smalL lymphocytes frorn other rats of the

same

highly inbred strain.
In these examples, subclass and 1ocal nodifier designations have largely
been

omitted; see further in

S

4

beLow.
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6.4 Adequacy as a RePresentation of lnformation.

A completely adequate

informational represent.ation of these articles in cellular inurunology
i

would involve extending the analysis to the M portions of the text

(exhibiting thereby something of the hierarchical connecrions
sent.ences

--

argument

structure) as well as to the detailed descripti.ons

of procedures, techniques and measurement nethods used in the
("Methods and

between

Materials" sections).

experiment

Such an analysis would appropriately

be comparative, seeking to establish which, if any, portions of the
ext.ended analysis Lrere

special to the subfield of science treated

here, and which were of more general applicability. Ttris is obviously
q major undertaking'for the future. However, the adequacy of the
formulas for what has been termed above ttre "innunorogy sublanguage,,
can be ascertained

in several

ways.

First, it can be seen that over the 30 year course of research,
the formulas changed in ways that accord with the

known development

within the subfield. Paper I experinentally demonstrates the fact of
antibody formation in lyrrph nodes (a vo To) br a series of experiments

carefully designed t,o elininate the possibility that the antibody
found there had been produced elsewhere (ew V. t ll!A V-T ). No
p n.
1 n,rr
speculations are mede in this early work concerning types of lymph
node

cerr which

A v:p c).

may be

responsible for anribody fornation (crl wi Tnill

Paper 2 argues

basis of results showing

for ryurphocyric involvement (a vr
-p c
-y') on the
that aatibody is contained within lymphocytes

(a V. c.r); however, as the authors are careful to note, this finding
does

not establish that antibody is actually

produced by lymphocytes
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(A v- c--). The authors of paper 3 employed hyperimnunized animals,
PY

i.e., animals repeatedly injected with antigen (G J3 B), a technique
which (it was later recognized) results in massive plasma cell proliferation (c-zPw] T) and a relative dininishmenr of the Lyrnphocyte
population (C l{; T). As plasna cells were therefore the predominare
v

cel1 type in tissues (fat of the renal sinus) found to contain high
concenrrations
concluded

that

of anriboay (cz {

r;

II

Ie

vl rnl,

plasma cel1s are responsible

the aurhors

for this high concentration

of antibody (At vt czt,',', A vl Tk) and lynphocytes onLy improbably
involved {a vf*c.,). Paper 4, again with hyperirnmunized animars
PY
g),
(c 13
reports the results of in vitro experiments which sought

to deternine the antibody-forning capacity of two different tissues,
red splenic puLp and follicul-ar tissue (e vk f, , A vk T-) which are
d
P

P I-

primarily plasnacyric (cz l{l Td) and lyrnphocyric tcu w] Tr), respecrively,
in composition. The author finds the red splenic :i"".r. to have a far
grearer capaciry ro form anti.body in virro ta vf xrl iil A v: rf ) ana
p !
P o"'
observes that plasma ce11s appear to deveLop from reticulum ce11s

(cr Y:€ cz). She concluded that large rericulum ce1ls (c:), which she
terms f'transitionaL cerls" fcf v cc;, developing from reticulum ce1ls,
produce antibodies (a vo c"t:i: c, yf cc), thereupon developing into
a tyPe of

ce11

with the morphological characteristics of

plasma ce1ls.

,^C .'E
^ r and that her results establish no evidence of the partici(c
Y C)'

pation of lynphocyres in the production of antibody
(a vl-c_-). paper
-pv
examines the antibody content

of tissues of the popliteal

5

lymph node

of rabbits, which is the sole node draining the site of antigen injection

410

in the footpad (G J B : A V- tll. The authors concl-usively demonsrrare
1n
antibody specific t,o the antigen injected in the respective footpad
is formed in the homologous "rocal" lyrnphatic system (G J B : AG v rB)
Pn
and that the acrivity of this lyrnph node (Tr,
is characterized by
"")
a marked enlargement (Tn wg) which is due to lymphocytic hyperpl-asia
+
(Cv W Tn). This, they conclude, is evidence for the lymphocyte
as a primary source of antibody (A v:+c_-). paper 5 compares the

PY
formarion of antibody protein within lynph nodes (A vp Trr) with
changes

in the nucleic acid contenr of

The highest concentration

of

rymph node

RNA, known

rissue (D vl]. Tn').

to be associated with

protein synthesis, were found (o,' ul*trr) at a time when rnature
plasna cells rrere present in highest number (a" t.tr]+ Trr), whereas,

at this time,

lymphocytes were

only in early stages of proliferation

(c., w-- T-). This leads the aurhors ro surnise that the antibody
ypn
found in lyruph nodes was formed by plasma cel1s (aw v. triil e uo ar).
Paper 7 rePeats the

in vitro experiments of

Fagraeus (paper

4) finding,

contrary to her results, that antibody is found in follicular tissue
which is I-argely lymphocytic (A vi. T;ill Cv w] trl as well as in

the plasmacyric red splenic pulp (A vi T; lil Cz wl Td). However,
the red splenic pulp was deteruri.ned to contain approximately twice
rhe anribody conrenr of rhe folricular rissue (A v? Td ;;; A v. Tf).
Moreover, the difference in antibody content between these tissues
was found

of

to be strikingly proportional to the presence, in cultures

rhese ri.ssues,

of large cells

(A

v' tl,ri I

were i.dentified as irnmature plasma ce1ls (cg
lymphocytes

'

r'eere found

cg

y ,ti.

"i

tl,r),

which

srnaller cells,

to be not capable of producing or multiplying

4li

antibody under the

':
conditions of rhe experiment (A
' VJ-CW
p y '': C-y IJ-i. t') .
Papers 8 and 9 use a specific fluorescence-staining technique developed

by oire of the authors (Coons) to detect antibody within individual
I

cells (A V. C') for the first time.

They

report that the rnajor si.re

of antiboal fotmaion ls a farnily of cel1s which first appears as a
ro ancigenic st,imurarion (e vfp crt:::
This
"' c.l , cr wl).
1'
response consists of cell nultiplication ( C .l : CI W-) and ce11
response

P

differentiation (Cl W^),
of which the end srage is the
c

plasma ce11

rfczpC-) and the concurrent synthesis of antibody (A V- Ct).
However, smal1 amounts of antibody were visibl-e in Lndivldual lvrnphoCcf

cytes in the lymphoid follicles of the spleen and lymph nodes
(A v: clt lil
y w.1 T,,-).
r_ y ," c-1
t'n- Hence the authors caurion, a oinor conrribution of the lynphocyte to antibody synthesis cannot be excluded

V:- C..). Paper 10 employs a novel technique developed by one
PY
of the authors (Gowans) in which animals from which small lymphocytes
(A

has been removed by chronic drainage from a

thoracic duct

1CB-

wf Tn),

show a

injecrion

fistula inserted into

the

nornal secondary response, i.€,

gtlilc.i2

g : A v* B), but

{cf-wf
"""onoary
only an impoverished prirnary response 168-wf Bwlil G JI B : A v- B).
response ao

The pri.mary response

of lymphocyt"-a"pt.t"d animals can,

however,

be restored by injecting sroalL l-yrnphocytes obtained fron normal rats

highty inbred strain Ccf-rftn, nrlil c rt ,, : e v+ nr).
These results unequivocally showed -hat an" U"Or"tion of srnal-1 lyrnphocytes
1s8-wf

Br) of the

same

resulred in a severe iununological deficiency tCf-wf Bt ill A V- B),
hence established

in the primary

the fundamental importance of the

irnmune

and

sma11 lyrnphocyte

response (A vr+ cf'l i I c tl : A V). The aurhors also

4LZ

Pointed to the fact that the srnall 11'rnphocyte can develop rapidly into

a

"large pyroninophilic ce11" which divides (cflvat c;liich wo) and morphologically resembles a plasma cell precursor (Cf, y Ct ; C yt C"). They
thus hypothesize that the sma1l llmphocyte

of antibody-forning
is confirmed by the

may

be the ultimate precursor

cells (Cl
y Vlc

CIz"'l: I A v_ C_) . This hypothesis
P z'
electron microscopic observations reported in papers

plasma

I1 and 13. However, in papet L2, electron microscopic observations
trace the ultrastructural distribution of antibody (A V. S C) in
a series of ce1ls, beginning with a ce1l termed "hemacytoblast"

and

eventuating in mrture plasura cells some three to five days after

a

C- V! Cil.
booster injection of antigen (G J2 :^tbcz'

These

resulrs are

taken to have demonstrat.ed the fact of antibody production by eells

of the plasraacytic series (A Vp Cl)

^"

posited in papers 8 and 9

on

the basis of immunofluorescence techniques. Since the electron
microscopic observati-ons did not show the presence of antibody in
smal1 lynphocytes (e

v. a:"), the irnplication ls that the plasmacytic

and lymphocyric farnilies are

distinct Ccl
v; cjl.
ycz

papers rl and

13

Present the results of electron microscopic observations of single
ce11s which could be determined

to be antibody-producing by an novel

technique of mounting suspensions of individual ce1ls on an antigenic

preParation and observing whether a plaque or rosette Iras formed around
ll

C-). The production of a plaque or rosette
cPrp
indicates that the cel1 is both producing and synthesizlng antibody
them (A_ V_ C-, A_ V_

I
(A V_,^ C').
DS

Paper

ll observes trro classes of

lyruph node

cells with

ai.stir,"t rnorphological features which were found to produce plaques
after a single injection of antigen

JI : A-g v- c12,A v cQl). These
P
C P
y C , C{2 Y C-).
(CZI
were
cel1s
of the category lymphocyte or plasma cel1
vz
(G

4r3

This finding is despite the prevalent belief that the synthesis of
antipody could not be found in the lymphocyte, with its pauci.ty of
cl,toplasmic different.iation (Cv Sc I,I-). However, under the electron
microscope, lymphocytes were oU""r.r"a to contain many of the ultra-

structural

components associated

with protein systhesis

(Sw Wl Cy;ii

A* V: S). These structures include Golgi bodies, nucleoli,
PPt

and

short channels of endoplasmic reticulum (S y S , S , Sh-). In view
c' u- r'
of the relativelTundeveloped endoplasmic reticulum of these lymphoctes
h(S;

C.,), the production of antibody by these cel1s

"i
an instan""

:.r, mamnalj.an

may represent

cells of a secreted proteln synthesized

by ribosomes not borderirig on an organized endoplasmic reticulum

(al v- SI ci;; Apaper t3 extends these elecrron
p v^l:;
S'|;' S,b w:
l_ slr cl.
P P D
microscopic observations to rosette-producing ceL1s. Here the
classification of ce1ls into the lyrnphocytic or plasmacytic series
(c Y c.t, cjl ltas determined by the state of the endoplasmic rericulum
v- 2
of the cell (C Sr W:). In sone large lynphocytes organization of,
and storage

of protein hrithin, the endoplasmic reticuluur could

be

observed <a9
v- s! cfl. These large tymphocytes which
y slr w^,
c- AP E r y
still had a predominately ribosomal cytoplasur {SO w] Sc Cg), hrere
regarded as transition between sma11 lyrnphocytes and early plasrna-

blast cells (ci Yft c$" cll.

However, since smaIl lynphocytes were

also founa to proauce rosettes (AV- Cg-), it is concl-uded that
rPy'
antibody production nay start even before the developnent of the
- e- h
Iarge lymphocyte or blasr forms (a vli;i
-" Ci C; ). The roserre
p cg
y yft

4L4

and plaque methods Eake possible the detecti"on of individual antibody-

producing cells which continuously secrete antibody and therefore
do not contain enough antibody to be detected even under electron

microsopic observarion (A

v-Pp1
ct":ii a v- cl

and A

v^ cl aqd A v-i cl).

Finally, paper 14 surveys the ent.ire investigation.
In addition to providing a conveniently concise and informationally
precise sumnnry of the resuLts of these investigations, the output of
the analysis in

some cases can serve

as a basis from which to actually

critique the presentation of these results. For exanple, as the
research problern which is the subject of these articles was resolved

by the finding that a single cell line (but with Lymphocytic

and

plasmacytic stages) produced antibody, the individuation and naning

of the various cell stages which could be distinguished
importance. Given the outcome, howeger,the

names

was

of primary

of the different

stages, rather than designating truly distinct entities, are

Less

nj.sleadingly construed as abbreviating certain characterizations of

the morphologically different srages. with the advent of new techniques (e.g., plaque and rosette formation), individual ee11s could
be identified as antibody-producing, even if (and sourewhat paradoxically

in the light of a long-standing assumption that an antibody-producing
cell must demonstrably contain antibody) they could not be shown to
cont,ain antibody. Under the electron microscope, which greatly
heightened the threshold of observation, nerr details were revealed

of the cellular ultrastructure of antibody-producing and antibody-
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secretj.ng ce1ls. It thus becomes possible to see that what is
termed the

transition of one ce1l into another consists in specifiable

of distinct ultrastructuraL parameters. And,
the granunatical characterization of this transition (C. yt C^ or
rcz
C^
-2cYft c- C^) is, in effect, a form of short hand or'classifier,
chariges along a number

of the various kinds and degrees of ultrastructural
We

have here the basis

change

for reducing the Y" operator to

(c s w).

some con-

junccion of c., s w sentences, with c. as an appended meta-scientific
.r-z"
designation for some suitably recognizable or agreed-upon

"a.*"

.,

characterized by a given aggregate of conjoined c s w senterr""".'

.

For i.nstance, as sumtrarized above, the three electron microscopy

PaPers (11-13) individuate ce11 types prirnarily by a characterizarion

of the stat.e or degree of organization of a cytoplasrnic
termed "ergastoplasm"

component

or "endoplasmic reticulum". In paper Il,

the endoplasmic reticulum of the sma11

l"ymphocyte

is described

as

(c9'-s- W-) while rhat of the medium-sized lymphocyte
rough
is
-J--'----J -- (c_?-)
y r r'-y
similarly characterized in paper 13. wtrereas paper 13 reports sma1l
lymphocytes only wit,h endoplasmic reticulum which

is not

widened

(cg s,
%-), paper 11 indicates some sna1l lynphocytes having sma11,
but wi.dened amounts of endoplasmic retlculum (SI
- f W, C_?-;
r' S _ W_ ).
1

Y

'.

L7'

in the endoplasmic reticulurn are reported in paper 11 in
(sl w, c-91; these are nor widened (sh w ) and
the large 1ymphocyte
-r1yrl.rtu

Channels

not parallel or larnellar

CSf W.,r-1. Organization

' This suggestion is due to Harris; Chapter 3 of
I

of the endoplasmj.c
FIS.
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reticulum into cisternae-like structures is reported for the cel1
termed "hemacyt,oblast" <Sf W. CO)

in paper 12. paper

13 reports

the transition of the large lynphcyte to the plasmablast (C-9
wz,
,..y yt
-g cbl

is

marked by

various and sna1l degrees of widening in the channels

of endoplasmic reticulum (Slr w-o'-'
w ) together with a more nearly
para1le1-orientation of rhe channels tsf
whereas paper 12 shows
51,
that the transition of the ceL1, denominat.O "n.r""ytobJ.ast", to
plasnablast is marked primarily by the gradual developnent of
the ergastoplasm or ribosome-associated endoplasmic reticulum

(s-r wo or s]r wl;ii
i- S-).
c"' s.b w.
r- Thus a cornuronly recognized cell-srage
(the plasmablast) is stated to arise frorn differenrly named cell
stages (in two different papers), via a process of change which

is sinilarly characterized. This pernits a question to be raised
concerning the relation between the cell stage named "large lymphocyte"

(in paper 13) and that termed "plasmab1ast" (in paper l2).
a close

comparj.son

Through

of the sublanguage fornulas corresponding to

the ultrastructural descriptions given these differently

named

ce1l stages, the possibility is suggested that they are more appro-

priately noted as one cel1 stage, a clarification which, though perhaps
merely'a matter of semantics"rt (ra can be conjectured) would

have had

considerabl" irpott5r?:e ar rhe time.
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,orrowing corunent (584. 2.5): "Exactty how much
rough-surHced endoplasmic reticulum a lymphocyte should display
...to be considered a full-fledged p1-asma cel1, becomes a natter
of semantics.',
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fine level of ultrastructural description
as giving a more precise content. to certain of

The increasingly
may

also be seen

the

l'tr

operators on c, such as l,l" (change, develop, differentiation)

t*', (reaction, acti.ve), and even
\ (mature) and its negative \(imnature). Here it is interesting to observe that these highly

or imprecise terns which are tbornr at the level
of light microscopy to describe or othe:vise characterize states
phenomenological

or

Processes

not further articulable at t,hat level of observation,

can be viewed as placeholders

or inclpient classifiers of the

refined (yet stil1 phenomenological, e.g., rough, parallel)
description of cellular ul.trastructure subsequently urade available

more

with electron microscopy. rt

seems

quite reasonable to

suppose

that replacements of this kind, i.e., of one for-n of discourse
by another which is grarmatfcal-ly more
.articulated (as is indicated
w restrictions of words
by the appearance of new subclasse", or^the

of a particular word class to certain words of another class), are
one way of gauging when, and at what points, a science or subfleld
of a science had changed, or is changlng, and nay even indicate
where further change is llkely to o"",rt. I

-I For further discussion, see Ryckman
and Gottfried (in press).

